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Water Polo Rules  

  

1. In the event of an odd number of teams the team with the highest score after three events 

will draw a bye for that match.    

2. The team drawing the bye will be allowed only one bye for the duration of the 

eliminations.  

3. Water polo teams shall consist of six members.  

4. All members shall be members of the Maine State Federation of Firefighters.  

5. All members shall wear full turnout gear.  

6. Choice of goal will be determined by toss of a coin with call of the toss going to the 

team with the highest score.  

7. The object is to drive the ball to the cable stop.   

a. If this is not accomplished, the position of the ball when time has elapsed, will 

determine the winner.   

8. The ball will be centered before each match.  

9. No team member shall be permitted to compete as a member of another team.  

10. Competition will commence after field judge blows one whistle for the flowing of hose 

lines, and a second whistle to push the ball.  

11. The match will be two minutes in length.  

12. A third whistle will signify a goal or that time has elapsed.   

a. Lines will be shut down at this time.   

13. There will be three judges.   

a. One at each goal and one timekeeper.   

14. The target is a free sliding ball suspended a maximum of 3 feet on a 200 foot cable 

supplied by the Maine State Federation of Firefighters, stretched between two poles or 

other solid anchoring device at a level of 18 feet above the ground.   

15. The goal will be permanent cable stops placed a minimum of 40 feet from the center of 

the cable.  

16. Straight tip nozzles with ½” orifice, on 1 3/4” hand lines at 75 PSI pressure will be used.  

17. Both handlines will be equal in length and supplied from one 2-1/2” line with a gated 

wye to assure equal pressure on both lines.  

18. Intentionally wetting the opposing team members will result in automatic 

disqualification of the team committing the act.  

  

  



Decision of judges shall be final.  

  

  


